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Automated model generation based on good behavior
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Transaction monitoring is facing a challenge these days
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Problem

While you have to play by the 
rules. Lots of rules.

Approved & 
actionable
detection models

Leading to higher costs
and cumbersome processes

Financial criminals 
keep changing the game

Meanwhile, your analytics teams 
face large workloads just keeping up.



Financial criminals are always looking for 
loopholes. Normal people aren’t.
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Rethink

When you focus on 
normal customer behavior, 
the anomalies clearly stick out.
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So why base your approach 
on exceptions and not on 
the rule?
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Automated model generation detects patterns 
of legitimate behaviour in your own data. 

And turns these into compliant 
and actionable models that 

work in your system of choice.

Solution
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ü No complex migrations,
ü no architectural impact,
ü no data leaves the bank

Your transaction 
monitoring engine

Your database 
or data lake

Your alert 
management

Sygno
Automated model 

generation

Model     ruleset

Your on-premise or private cloud

Payments



DomainTrue Positives
Increased

Recent 
use case

False Positives
Reduced

40%

65%

72%

40%

100%

80%

114%

-50%

-98%

-87%

-80%

-80%

-70%

-48%

8b txns

1.7b txns

180m txns

2.5b txns

160m txns

0.4m txns

700m txns

Large European 
Retail Bank

Payment Processor & 
Large Nordic Bank

Southern European 
Payment Processor

Dutch SME/Retail Bank

European Funds/
Trust Banking

Dutch Wholesale/
SME Banking

Payment Processor & 
Large Nordic Bank
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This may sound simple, 
it is also very effective. 
Drastically reduces false positives and increases true 
positives as previously undetected patterns become visible.

Results

More efficiency, higher protection
- 2x true positives, 80% less false positives

Lowered time to market for model updates      
- From 12 months to 3-4 weeks
- From 8 fte to 2 fte data team involved

Replaced rule-based with risk-based 
- From 85 highly complex rules 
- To 2x12 comprehensible rules

Integrated in existing monitoring engine
- Oracle FCCM (Mantas)– rules based
- No architectural changes

Tangible results:
AML Midsize SME/Retail Bank
(1.6bn txns)

After initial implementation (12 weeks)



Sygno Analytics 
Automated Model 
Generation Hub

Card Fraud models

Other models
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Multi-model generation

Address each of the different 
requirements with a custom model 
generated by Sygno Hub

Capture new payment types in data-
driven way

Fast and easy deployment for all streams

Full compliance and audit proof

With Sygno Analytics
one can efficiently serve a 
variety of (internal) clients 
with custom models
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Your data scientist capability is 
extended, so the team can focus on 
other, more bank-specific risks.

Your case analysts capacity is 
increased by focusing investigations 
on the tangible high risk cases

Your compliance team can explain 
these transparent models to regulators. 
Think white box, not black box.

Key benefits
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